
More Summer Reads for Teens
Jess, Chunk, and theJess, Chunk, and the
RRoad Toad Trip to Infinityrip to Infinity
by Kristin Elizabeth Clark
A transgender teen who was a boy
when she last saw her estranged
dad embarks on a road trip with her
best friend to attend her dad's
wedding, an adventure that reveals
personal truths about the pair and
their feelings for one another.

A ShadoA Shadow Brighw Bright andt and
BurningBurning
by Jessica Cluess
Henrietta, the first female
supernatural in centuries and
forced to reveal her powers of
spontaneous combustion, is invited
to train as one of Her Majesty's
secretive royal sorcerers in
fulfillment of a prophecy that she
comes to discover is part of a
powerful deception.

History is All YHistory is All You Lou Left Meeft Me
by Adam Silvera
Having lost his first boyfriend in a
terrible accident, Griffin, a youth
with OCD, forges a friendship with
his lost love's ex-boyfriend,
Jackson, who exhibits suspicious
signs of guilt.

CourCourage to Soar: A Bodyage to Soar: A Body
in Moin Motion, A Liftion, A Life in Balance in Balancee
by Simone Biles
The gymnast relates how her faith
and family saw her through several
challenges, beginning from her
childhood in foster care, and shares
the professional journey that led to
her earning a spot on the 2016
Olympic team.

*Located in Teen Biography section at YA B Biles

MarMarch: Book Onech: Book One
by John Lewis
A first-hand account of the author's
lifelong struggle for civil and human
rights spans his youth in rural
Alabama, his life-changing meeting
with Martin Luther King, Jr., and the
birth of the Nashville Student
Movement. Look for sequels March:
Book Two and March: Book Three.

*Located in Teen Graphic Novels section at YA B Lewis

Build YBuild Your Own Wour Own Web Siteeb Site
by Chris Martin
In this guide, readers will learn how
to build their own Web sites,
including how to make them look
great and how to master all the
lingo. Included is how to write code,
how to add text, images, and video,
and how to add special features
such as apps and widgets.

*Located in Teen Non-Fiction section at YA006.7 M
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